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REPORTING OFFICER: Inv. Mark Wiegert
On 11/03/05, I (Inv. WIEGERT of the CALUMET COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT)
made phone contact with DAWN N. PLISZKA. It should be noted DAWN would work for the
AUTO TRADER magazine and would be in charge of answering phones and calling their
photo graphers for assi gnments.

DAWN

states she, in fact, had talked with TERESA on Monday morning, i0/31/05. DAWN
states they had received a phone call from somebody who identified himselfTherself as B.
JANDA. DAWN states she knows the JANDAS are basically the AVERY brothers. She states
they have done work for them before and she does not know why they give the name of B.

JANDA.

DAWN further stated

she had called TERESA in the aftemoon. she believes. but she is not sure
if she actually talked to TERESA or if she left her a message on her voice mail. DAWN states
she makes a lot of phone calls during the day and does not remember. DAWN did tell me she
commonly leaves messages for her photographers on their voice mail for appointments they are
suppose to go out on. She did state when she had talked to TERESA, TERESA had told her she
was going to go out to the AVERY property to take the photo. DAWN states TERESA seemed
fine on the phone when she had spoken with her. DAWN states TERESA always seems to be a
pretty upbeat person when she speaks with her and does not know of any type of problems that

TERESA would have.

DAWN did tell me TERESA had confided in her about STEVEN AVERY on one prior
occasion. She states STEVEN had come out of the house wearing nothing but a towel one time
and TERESA was somewhat concerned by that.

I asked DAWN if TERESA had ever been to the GEORGE ZIPPERER residence before.
DAWN stated she did not believe so and TERESA had never mentioned anything about the
ZIPPERERS. That was the end of my phone conversation with DAWN.
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